
[EVENT ROLES]

Samuel: Area Director & Event Quartermaster
Aides: Roger VA, Ben MD

Vincent: Event Scribe
Aides: Jason TX, Tyler CT

Mike: Camp Prep & Grubmaster

Grant: Lodging Contact & Security
Aides: Christopher VA, Tyler MD

Drivers: Alan PA, Cecil OK, Frederick OR
Backups: Sam MN, Adam IN, James TX
Copilots: Grant MD, Samuel VA, Patrick TX
Note: Copilots will ride in the passenger seat. Backups will ride in the center.

First Aid: Adam IN (Team Lead), Adam PA, Mark MO, Samuel NJ

Camera Team: Mason TX (Team Lead) (V), Lucca UA (V), Jesse CO (P), Logan CA (P), Peter
CT (V), Vincent WA (P). GoPros: Norman WI, Calvin CO, Michael TX

Drill Coordinators: Jesse AR (Drill Lead), Patrick TX, Christopher AL, Sean AL, Norman
AL

[TIMELINE]

Friday
All Arrive: 12 noon - 12 midnight

Saturday
Lights Out: 12 midnight - 6 a.m.
Roll Call/Breakfast/Conduct Briefing: 6 a.m. - 7 a.m.
Drill: 7 a.m. - 11 a.m.
Final Prep: 11 a.m. - 12 noon
Infil Transit: 12 noon - 2 p.m.
Action: 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Exfil Transit: 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Rest/Dinner: 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
After: Literature/Distributions/Awards
Note: There are several opportunities to get ahead of schedule during Drill, Action,
or Infil/Exfil Transit. We should take these opportunities as they appear.
Note: The two most critical moments of the larger action are the moment of first
visual contact with police after Drop Off, and the moment of physical contact with the
trucks at pickup. These two moments are where we have lacking control, but still



prevalent influence. Our precision in conduct will keep us safe. Only the General
Director has clearance to speak with police. All others are to redirect comms if
anything needs to be said outside of the Codes of Conduct.
Note: Briefing is to include Conduct Guidelines, Opposition Research, Codes of
Conduct, and the securing of the emergency phone number. Teams will be briefed on
Radio Etiquette, Column Elements, and Drilling Practice the night before.

[ROUTE]

Exchange Primary: [10601 Riverview Rd, Fort Washington, MD 20744]
Total Spaces: 55
Location: Recreational Park
Amenities: One Portable Toilet

Exchange Secondary: [4100 Franconia Rd, Alexandria, VA 22310]
Total Spots: 50
Location: Recreational Park
Amenities: Woods Trail w/ Improvised Restroom Access

Exchange Tertiary: [4917 Allentown Rd, Camp Springs, MD 20746]
Total Spots: 100+
Location: Church Complex/Strip Mall
Amenities: None
Note: This is a last resort for use by vehicles.

Drop Site: [38.884194, -77.064389]
(Between Metro Station & Hwy 110 Ramp, Facing Toward Ramp)
(Right in front of sign reading: Arlington Natl. Cemetery Visitor Parking)

Truck Waiting Sites:
[38.876333, -77.050000]
(Alpha/Bravo/Charlie Park Separated In Lot)
(If there is heat on the trucks while waiting at this lot, the drivers may, at their
discretion, depart to one of the two unused Vehicle Exchanges.)

Marching Route:
[Cross Arlington Memorial Bridge]
[Encircle Upper Platform Within Columns of Lincoln Monument]
[Towards Capitol Along Reflecting Pool & National Mall]
[Stick To South/Right Side of Monuments, Pools, Plazas]
[Present To Speech at Western Side of Capitol Reflecting Pool]
[Return Via Same Route]
Pick Up: [38.886545, -77.060016]
(Just After S Arlington Blvd Crosswalk) (Left  Lane, Sectioned Off By Traffic Markers)
[Return To Vehicle Exchange]

[LODGING]



Security Checkpoint: [13013 Post Oak Rd, Spotsylvania Courthouse, VA 22551]
Lodging Site: [To Be Disclosed]

Security Checkpoint Protocol:

$20/Head Event Fee Collected

Cell Phones Deactivated & Labelled & Placed In Vehicle

Activists Checked For Non-Travel Dress Code Items

Confirm Driver To Follow To Campsite

Camp Protocol:

All vehicles are to be lined up between the residence and the campsite to act
as a visual barrier.

All dress code items, and other identifying iconography is to remain completely
out of sight until proper clearance is given.

No communication with owners of the property is permitted but by immediate
authorization of the correspondent.

Volume is to be kept to an appropriate minimum.

Cleanliness is to be observed at all times.

Tents are to be arranged in a tight grid pattern next to the vehicle line, on
the opposite side of the residence, ideally situated next to the vehicle the
tents arrived in.

[TRANSPORT]

Three 26ft trucks to be utilized.

Sourcing Site: [6910 Richmond Hwy, Alexandria, VA 22306]
Sourcing Time: 5 a.m.
Renter: Samuel VA
Pickup - 5 a.m.
Delivery to Vehicle Exchange - 7 a.m.
Drivers stay with vehicles until arrival at 2 p.m.

If the trucks are sent off from the pickup location, the activists will proceed
further from the District and attempt a new pickup location further north into
Arlington.

If the trucks are not available for a retry pickup then the activist stationed at the
Vehicle Exchange will drive a transit bus from the Exchange to the new pickup site and



retrieve only drivers, who will then return from the Exchange with all their vehicles
in tow. This process will be repeated as many times as is necessary.

If the Vehicle Exchange is unavailable and no pickup can be made with all vehicles and
trucks present, then flagpoles and heavy shields can be placed into the trucks or
transit bus and the activists will attempt exfiltration by the Arlington Memorial
metro station.

- All vehicles have drivers of appropriate skill sets.

- All vehicles have fuel in reasonable excess of that which is required.

- All drivers have digital, and printed copies of route and point addresses.

- All drivers have radio communications and backups prepared.

- Emergency secondary rallypoint is prepared if necessary.

- All vehicles will be mechanically capable of completing all needed parts of the
route.

- All drivers have completed the headcount of passengers.

- All gear is checked and accounted for in vehicles by quartermaster.

- Drivers are aware of which gear is in their vehicle, if any.

- All drivers have visited the drop site at least once in preparation.

- All members patted down to ensure no unauthorized items.

- All members checked for proper dress code items and method of wear.

[EQUIPMENT]

Personal Packing List:

Activism Dress Code

Travel Clothing

Camp Gear

Two Liters Water

Head Lamp

Sunglasses

Shieldbearer Packing List:

Leg Protection

Chin Strap

Bottled Water



Camp Supplies:

Six Folding Tables
Two Pot And Burner Setups
Breakfast Supplies
Dinner Supplies
Four Trash Cans
Lanterns
Drilling Cones
Two Propane Tanks

Deployment Gear:

2 Marching Banners (Victory or Death) (Reclaim America)

6 Smoke Devices

4 Megaphones

30 Heavy Shields

30 Light Shields

120 Flagpoles

35 Chevron Banners

35 Nation Banners

50 Federal Banners

[BUDGET]

Camp Equipment: $100 (approx.)
Deployment Gear: $100 (approx.)
Lodging: $3,300
Transport: $400 (approx.)

Total: $4,100
Per Head: $20

[OPPOSITION]

Previous police interactions with protests in the area have been under the
circumstance of permitted rallies and pre-announced gatherings. In the case of a J6
Prisoner Support rally, there were more police than attendees, with roughly two to
three dozen equipped with full riot gear making exhibitional movements around the
temporary fences. Larger, 7ft tall fences were placed around the capitol for the brief
time immediately predating and following the action. The police seemed largely
indifferent and unaggressive. There were standard deployments of bike cops, cruisers,
K-9 teams, and dump trucks stationed in a bumper-to-bumper line between the protesters
and the Capitol. There were four arrests, one being an undercover agent.



There was a “Voting Rights” demonstration of 200+, permitted and fenced in, where a
large number of protesters were detained, but only charged with citations in the form
of a ticket to be paid on site, and processed at a tent pavilion on the street itself,
not a jail. It is uncertain precisely what the value of the ticket fee was or the
charge itself, but it appears the whole matter was resolved in a short series of
hours.

We can assume that the police will not have the predicate notice to prepare large
scale fencing, only the temporary waist height barricades around the Capitol complex
itself. We will not be entering the complex where these barricades will likely be in
place by the time of our arrival. Unlike our last speech at the Capitol, we will not
venture into the Western lawn where we may be encircled. Instead we will conduct the
speech at the large First St SE intersection where we may maintain greater mobility
and avenues of exfiltration.

It must be certain that the activists must be non-confrontational toward police during
their actions, who will most likely be screening us on their own accord. As we will be
screening each other to ensure our lines are unbroken, any unnecessary contact or
dialogue could set off an unwarranted complication. As of this writing, no indications
whatsoever of an information leak are present. Even so, complete security will be
minding the campgrounds at all times for suspicious behavior.

[CONDUCT]

What follows is a set of universally applicable rules and standards of conduct that
activists must comply with to participate in these actions.

- All guides, including discussion conduct, fully apply during all actions.
Compliance with the guides is of paramount importance at all times.

- Activists are under the exclusive direction of organizers present for the event.
A chain of command is to be outlined, and followed rigorously. Activists are not
to make orders or authoritative suggestions out of turn.

- No weapons of any kind shall be brought to any action. No knives, gloves with
hardening, firearms, batons, will be present at all. During the specific actions,
activists must not carry metal pens, flashlights, bottle openers, or anything
else which could be perceived as a weapon or implement capable of causing bodily
harm.

- At no point will an activist engage in violent behavior of any kind, verbal or
physical. Doing so is strictly prohibited, even in the case of self defense. The
organization is put under greater threat by retaliation than it is by escalation.

- Alcohol, as well as all other drugs are forbidden at all organizational
functions. Smoking or vaping is discouraged but allowed, but only during
designated breaks in designated locations.



- Activists are barred from communicating with any outside sources about the nature
of the event, information relating to the event, or anything else which could put
the execution of the action at risk.

- All communication for the duration of the event should be professional and
concise. Arguing, bickering, or needless disagreement should be immediately
avoided in favor of a utility based dialogue.

- Cell phones, and other communication devices will be confiscated, or deactivated
during select portions of the action according to mandatory standards. Activists
must agree to the possibility of their device being confiscated (not searched) at
any point if deemed proper by organizers.

- All attendees must be willing to comply with a possible search of their person
and their possessions if deemed so by an organizer. No items may be confiscated
for any period of time longer than the action itself.

- Smoking, vaping, nicotine consumption, etc. is fully prohibited during scheduled
prep, drilling, and for the duration of the action itself.

Additional Conduct Guides (if any):

- Per vehicle, during structured time, only one phone is to be active and/or in use
at any given point in time. Ideally, the same phone and operator is in use
consistently throughout structured time. This is outside of emergency, and is to
be dictated by those in the vehicle.

- The only addresses available will be the Campsite Checkpoint, and the Vehicle
Exchange.

- All activists will be subject to precautionary pat downs before final departure
to Vehicle Exchange.

- Any suspicious activity is to be reported to organizational staff at the
earliest opportunity. It is everyone’s job to be vigilant to this activity.

- The Announcements channel may be used to distribute vital information to those
with access to phones throughout the day.

[DRILL]

From 7 a.m. to 11 a.m. all activists are to conduct drills. All will be under exclusive
authority of Drill Coordinators for the duration of this time, before being handed off
to their Team Leads, Section Leads. The precise manner of drill is up to the discretion
of the coordinators, provided they reach consensus. Drill must remain practical,
punctual.


